WE ARE AN ESTABLISHED PROVIDER
OF PHYSICAL SECURITY SOLUTIONS
With over 40 years of industry expertise, and trusted in the
water and energy industries for over 25 years, Liddle Doors is a
well-known supplier of physical security solutions, particularly
to the utilities sector. As well as providing security and flood
doors, Liddle Doors’ portfolio includes high-security kiosks, bar
sets, cylinder clamps and bottle frames.
Whether you require a single product or are managing a complex
project, our team will work closely with yours to deliver high quality
products and services that are tailored to meet your requirements.
From site surveying to product installation, our team ensures that
the completion of your project is to the highest standard.

PORTFOLIO

EXPERT SOLUTIONS TAILORED
TO YOUR SECTOR
Liddle Doors is a trusted provider of physical
security products to a wide range of sectors,
including water, telecoms, transport, and power
distribution. Some of our most notable clients
include Anglian Water, O2, Network Rail, and
National Grid.
Servicing a range of sectors, we can offer a
comprehensive physical security package that
is made bespoke to your design specifications.
With security accredited solutions, our extensive
product range is additionally available with optional
certifications, such as louvres for ventilation and fire
and flood ratings.
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All

STEEL DOORS
The range of steel doors from Liddle Doors offers an assured level of protection for your
buildings. They are all made-to-measure to suit your requirements, and are available at
competitive prices.
Our LD2, LD3 and LD4 doorsets are LPCB certified to LPS 1175 SR2, SR3 and SR4, respectively.
LD2 doors provide defence against opportunist attacks, whereas LD4 doors are designed to
protect against experienced attempts of forced entry.
LD2 doors are fitted with MICO Elite locks, and LD3 and LD4 doors are fitted with MICO
Abryll locks. All of these doors are available with a range of ancillary items, vision panels and
louvres, to suit your requirements.
For applications where a certified level of security is not required, we also offer LD+ doors,
which are available with an unrivalled selection of hardware, ironmongery, panels and
ancillary items.
All of these doors are also available with additional certification to combat other potential
risks, such as a fire rating of up to FD240, or PAS 1188 for flood protection. Acoustic and
thermal ratings are also available, and are determined by the specification of the doorsets.

PRODUCTS

BAR SETS
Spartan is a range of high-security bar sets, comprising of the Spartan2, Spartan3 and
Spartan4, certified by the LPCB to LPS 1175: Issue 7 SR2, SR3 and SR4, respectively.
The lightweight construction of Spartan ensures ease of installation for large-scale projects,
and the stackable modular design means they can be engineered to secure almost any
opening.
Reveal or face fixed options are available, and Spartan security bars are suitable for internal
or external installation.
Spartan security bars are assessed for certified installation directly into brickwork, concrete
or steel, and are available with or without a range of security fasteners, to suit substrate of
installation.
Spartan bar sets are supplied galvanised, or polyester powder coated in a range of colours
and finishes, as standard. For ultimate product longevity, Spartan bar sets can be both
galvanised and polyester powder coated.
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KIOSKS
Designed to protect vulnerable buildings and high value assets, we offer a range of
modular enclosures which are certified by the LPCB to LPS 1175 Security Rating 3 and 4.
Kiosks can be manufactured to any size, and can be used for direct replacements or over
units.
Standard units are supplied with padlockable single or double leaf doors. Padlocks are
protected with a user-friendly shroud. Optional upgrades include key access doors, Celotex
insulation, and varnished ply lining.
We also offer a certified demountable roof system to aid servicing requirement of protected
assets. Smaller sample tap units can be complemented with stainless steel backboards and
galvanized drip trays.
Units can also be designed to include fan housings, alarm contact brackets and external
vent cowlings to provide a well-ventilated, secure and certified solution. Additionally, we
have a range of top hat solutions available for ground or wall top asset protection.
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CYLINDER CLAMPS & BOTTLE FRAMES

ACCESS COVERS

Developed in conjunction with the Security and Emergency Measures Direction, Liddle Doors’
cylinder clamps are used to secure gas bottles in sensitive areas.

The high security access covers and frames from Liddle Doors are available with LPCB
accreditation to LPS 1175 SR2, SR3 or SR4, with a protected locking device.

They are designed to protect against theft and misuse of hazardous chemicals. Offering a certified
level of protection, our cylinder clamps are accredited to LPS 1175 SR2 by the LPCB.

Designed primarily for the water and utilities sectors, these access covers provide asset security
and protection by preventing unauthorised access, usually via manholes in the ground.
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SERVICES & SOLUTIONS
Liddle Doors offers a comprehensive package of services and bespoke security solutions
to suit varying customer requirements and project briefs.
With Perfect Delivery recognition, our qualified and skilled engineers install to the highest
standard nationwide.
We also offer project management from survey and design to installation and maintenance,
including liaising with clients, main contractors or sub contractors.
All of our products are bespoke-engineered in-house, allowing us to offer a wide range of
physical security solutions, which are tailored to individual requirements.
With a dedicated engineering team and state-of-the-art production facilities, this enables us
to also develop, design and manufacture bespoke solutions.
To offer a complete security solution package, we have also supplied isolator and security
boxes, anti-climb fencing, security cabinets and roller shutters.
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WE ARE PROUD TO BE PART OF
BRADBURY GROUP
Liddle Doors has joined Bradbury Group, the nation’s leading
manufacturer and provider of steel doors and physical security
solutions, bringing together a wealth of specialist knowledge
and experience to offer a complete package.
Being part of the Group enables us to offer an extensive series of
physical security products and associated services, at competitive
prices and in industry-leading lead times.
The Group’s impressive product portfolio includes communal
entrance doors, architectural steel doors, grilles, cages, and crowd
control gates.
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